
Seasons 
Effects of seasons on growing things and animals 

Week 3:  15 – 19 June 2020 
 

As the seasons change, so does the weather.  Plants and animals must 

change in order to survive the different seasons 

 

Plants 

In Spring we plant seeds that will germinate (grow) in the soil.  Trees sprout 

new green leaves and pretty blossoms.  Farmers plant fruit and vegetable 

seeds during Spring. 

In Summer trees and plants are full of lovely green leaves. Beautiful flowers 

grow during Summer.  The grass is lovely and green.  The fruit and 

vegetable seeds that the farmer planted in Spring have grown and the 

plants are bearing different kinds of fruit and vegetables. 

In Autumn the leaves on some trees change colour (red, yellow, orange, 

brown) and fall to the ground.  The fruit and vegetables in the farmers 

fields have ripened and are ready to be harvested (picked). 

Winter is a resting time for some plants and trees and they do not grow. 

Some trees are bare and have no leaves on them at all.  These trees look 

as if they are dead.  We call this dormancy.  Trees that keep their green 

leaves throughout the year are called evergreen trees.   

Complete the trees to show what they would look like in each season 

Spring 

 

 

Summer Autumn Winter 

 



The story of an apple seed 

 

During Spring the farmer will plant apple seeds in the 

ground. 

He will water the seeds and they will begin to germinate 

in the soil.  To germinate means that the seeds will grow 

roots and a stem.  

 

The farmer will take care of the seeds by watering them 

and soon the seeds will grow into saplings.  A sapling is a 

baby tree that has a soft stem and leaves.   

 

 

 

The sapling will continue to grow until it becomes a tree. 

 

During Spring time the apple tree will sprout new green 

leaves and pretty blossoms. 

 

 

 

When the tree is fully grown it will have lovely green 

leaves in summer and apples will begin to grow. 

 

During Autumn the apples will be ripe and the farmer will 

harvest (pick) them.  

 

Apples come in different colours.  What colour is your 

favourite apple? 

On a sheet of paper, use coloured crayons to draw yourself in action.  You 

can draw yourself flying a kite on a windy day, picking spring flowers, 

swimming in a pool on a hot day or skiing in the Winter snow. 



Animals 

In Spring some animals and birds migrate back (return) from other places to 

spend spring and summer where it is warm.  Some animals come out of 

hibernation (a long Winter sleep).  Animals shed their thick winter fur as it is no 

longer needed to keep them warm.  A farmer will sheer his sheep in Spring. 

Many animals give birth to their young in Spring. Birds build nests and lay their 

eggs. 

Birds that hatched and animals that were born in spring continue to grow and 

become strong during Summer. They learn how to hunt for food and find water 

and shelter.   

We call this survival.  

During Autumn animals have to prepare for the cold winter months to come.  

Wild animals collect and store food for winter.  Animals grow thick fur to keep 

them warm.  Some birds and animals don’t like the cold weather and migrate 

to warmer places.  Some animals even hibernate to avoid the Winter cold.   

During Winter some wild animals hibernate in a warm place until Spring.  Some 

birds have migrated because they do not like the cold Winter and will only 

return in Spring.  Other animals don’t mind the cold weather because they 

have grown a thick coat of hair or fur to keep them warm.     

Can you list some of the animals in the picture that hibernate?
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